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On Gersten’s conjecture
Satoshi Mochizuki
Abstract
In this paper we give a proof of Gersten’s conjecture.
Introduction
In this paper we show Gersten’s conjecture in [Ger73]. To state our result
precisely, we need to introduce some notations. For any commutative noetherian
ring A with 1 and any natural number 0 ≤ p ≤ dimA, let MpA denote the
category of finitely generated A-modules M whose support has codimension
≥ p in SpecA. Here is a statement of Gersten’s conjecture:
For any commutative regular local ring A and natural number 1 ≤ p ≤ dimA,
the canonical inclusion MpA ↪→Mp−1A induces the zero map on K-theory
K(MpA)→ K(Mp−1A )
where K(MiA) denotes the K-theory of the abelian category MiA.
We will prove this conjecture for any commutative regular local ring A. (See
Corollary 2.3.10.) A main key ingredient of our proof is the notion of Koszul
cubes (see §1) which is introdued and studied in [Moc13a] and [Moc13b].
Acknowledgements. I wish to express my deep gratitude to Seidai Yasuda,
Marco Schlichting and the referees for carefully reading a preprint version of this
paper and giving valuable comments to make the paper more readable. I also
very thanks to Norihiko Minami for inviting him to a workshop in a memory of
Tetsusuke Ohkawa and giving me the opportunity to talk about the contents of
this article. (The slide movie of my talk at the workshop is [Moc15].)
1 Koszul cubes
In this section, we recall the notion of Koszul cubes from [Moc13a] and [Moc13b]
and study them further. In particular, we introduce the notion of simple Koszul
cubes which play important roles in our proof of the main theorem.
1.1 Multi semi-direct products of exact categories
In this subsection, we recall notions and fundamental properties of multi semi-
direct products of exact categories from [Moc13a] and [Moc13b]. Let S be a
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set. We denote the set of all subsets of S by P(S). We consider P(S) to be a
partially ordered set under inclusion. A fortiori, P(S) is a category. We start
by reviewing the notion of S-cubes.
1.1.1. (Cubes). For a set S, an S-cube in a category C is a contravariant functor
from P(S) to C. We denote the category of S-cubes in a category C by CubS C
where morphisms between cubes are just natural transformations. Let x be an
S-cube in C. For any T ∈ P(S), we denote x(T ) by xT and call it a vertex of
x (at T ). For k ∈ T , we also write dx,kT or shortly dkT for x(T r {k} ↪→ T ) and
call it a (k−)boundary morphism of x (at T ). An S-cube x is monic if for any
pair of subsets U ⊂ T in S, x(U ⊂ V ) is a monomorphism.
Let f : C → D be a functor between categories. Then f induces a functor
CubS f = f∗ : CubS C → CubS D
defined by sending an S-cube x : P(S)op → C in C to an S-cube fx : P(S)op → D
in D.
1.1.2. (Restriction of cubes). Let U and V be a pair of disjoint subsets of
S. We define iVU : P(U) → P(S) to be the functor which sends an object W
in P(U) to the disjoint union set W ∪ V of W and V . Composition with iVU
induces the natural transformation (iVU )
∗
: CubS → CubU . For any S-cube x
in a category C, we write x|VU for (iVU )
∗
x and it is called restriction of x (to U
along V ).
In the rest of this section, we assume that S is a finite set.
1.1.3. Definition (Typical cubes). Let A be a commutative ring with 1,
fS = {fs}s∈S a family of elements in A indexed by a non-empty set S and
r a non-negative integer and nS = {ns}s∈S a family of non-negative integers
indexed by S such that r ≥ ns for each s in S. We define TypA(fS ; r, nS) to
be an S-cube of finitely generated free A-modules by setting for each element
s in S and subsets U ⊂ S and V ⊂ S r {s}, TypA(fS ; r, nS)U := A⊕r and
d
TypA(fS ;r,nS),s
V unionsq{s} :=
(
fsEns 0
0 Er−ns
)
where Em is the m ×m unit matrix. We
call TypA(fS ; r, nS) the typical cube of type (r, nS) associated with fS .
In particular, if r = ns = 1 for any s in S, then we write TypA(fS) for
TypA(fS ; 1, {1}S). We call TypA(fS) the fundamental typical cube associated
with fS .
We can prove the following lemma.
1.1.4. Lemma (Direct sum of typical cubes). Let r and r′ be non-negative
integers and nS = {ns}s∈S and mS = {ms}s∈S families of non-negative integers
indexed by a non-empty finite set S such that r ≥ nt and r′ ≥ mt for any element
t of S and fS = {fs}s∈S be a family of elements of a commutative ring A with
1 indexed by S. We define nS ⊕mS to be a family of integers inedexed by S by
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setting nS ⊕mS := {ns + ms}s∈S. Then there exists a canonical isomorphism
of S-cubes of A-modules
TypA(fS ; r, nS)⊕ TypA(fS ; r′,mS) ∼→ TypA(fS ; r + r′, nS ⊕mS). (1)
In the rest of this subsection, let A be an abelian category.
1.1.5. (Admissible cubes). Fix an S-cube x in an abelian category A. For
any element k in S, we define Hk0(x) to be an S r {k}-cube in A by setting
Hk0(x)T := Coker d
k
Tunionsq{k} for any T ∈ P(S). we call Hk0(x) the k-direction 0-th
homology of x. For any T ∈ P(S) and k ∈ S r T , we denote the canonical
projection morphism xT → Hk0(x)T by pik,xT or simply pikT . When #S = 1, we
say that x is admissible if x is monic, namely if its unique boundary morphism
is a monomorphism. For #S > 1, we define the notion of an admissible cube
inductively by saying that x is admissible if x is monic and if for every k in S,
Hk0(x) is admissible. If x is admissible, then for any distinct elements i1, . . . , ik
in S and for any automorphism σ of the set {i1, . . . , ik}, the identity morphism
on x induces an isomorphism:
Hi10 (H
i2
0 (· · · (Hik0 (x)) · · · )) ∼→ H
iσ(1)
0 (H
iσ(2)
0 (· · · (H
iσ(k)
0 (x)) · · · ))
where σ is a bijection on S. (cf. [Moc13a, 3.11]). For an admissible S-cube x
and a subset T = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊂ S, we set HT0 (x) := Hi10 (Hi20 (· · · (Hik0 (x)) · · · ))
and H∅0(x) = x. Notice that H
T
0 (x) is an S r T -cube for any T ∈ P(S). Then
we have the isomorphisms
Hp(Tot(x))
∼→
{
HS0 (x) for p = 0,
0 otherwise.
(2)
See [Moc13a, 3.13].
In the rest of this section, let U and V be a pair of disjoint subsets of S.
1.1.6. (Multi semi-direct products). Let F = {FT }T∈P(S) be a family of
full subcategories of A. We set F |VU := {FV unionsqT }T∈P(U) and call it the restriction
of F (to U along V ). We define nF = n
T∈P(S)
FT the multi semi-direct products
of the family F as follows. nF is the full subcategory of CubS(A) consisting
of those S-cubes x such that x is admissible and each vertex of HT0 (x) is in FT
for any T ∈ P(S). If S is a singleton (namely #S = 1), then we write FS nF∅
for nF. For any s ∈ S, we can regard S-cubes as S r {s}-cubes of {s}-cubes.
Namely by Lemma 1.1.7 below, we have the following equation for any s ∈ S.
n F = n
T∈P(Sr{s})
(FTunionsq{s}nFT ) . (3)
For any element u in U , by Lemma 1.1.7 again, we also have the equality
n F |VU =
(
nF |V unionsq{u}Ur{u}
)
n
(
nF |VUr{u}
)
. (4)
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1.1.7. Lemma. Let x be an S-cube in A and X and Y a pair of disjoint subset
of S. We define x|?X to be an S rX-cube of X-cubes by sending each subset T
of SrX to x|TX . For each element k ∈ SrX and any subset T ⊂ Sr(Xunionsq{k}),
the boundary morphism d
x|?X ,k
Tunionsq{k} is defined by
(d
x|?X ,k
Tunionsq{k})W := d
x,k
WunionsqTunionsq{k} (5)
for any subset W ⊂ X. Then
(1) We have the equality of S r (X unionsq Y )-cubes
HY0 (x)|?X = HY0 (x|?X). (6)
(2) Moreover assume that x is admissible, then
(i) x|YX is an admissible X-cube.
(ii) x|?X is an admissible S rX-cube of X-cubes.
(3) Let F = {FT }T∈P(S) be a family of full subcategories of A. Then we have
the following equality
n F = n
T∈P(SrX)
n F |TX . (7)
Proof. (1) By induction on the cardinality of Y , we shall assume that Y is the
singleton Y = {y}. Then for any subset T ⊂ X and W ⊂ S r (X unionsq {y}), we
have the equalities
(Hy0(x)|TX)W = Coker dx,yTunionsqWunionsq{y} = (Hy0(x|?X)W )T , (8)
d
Hy0(x|?X),k
Wunionsq{k} = d
Hy0(x)|?X ,k
Wunionsq{k} (9)
for any element k ∈ S r (X unionsq {y} unionsqW ). Hence we obtain the result.
(2) We proceed by induction on the cardinality of S. We only give a proof
for (i). The proof for (ii) is similar. For any element k ∈ X and any subset
W ⊂ Xr{k}, the equality (9) shows that dx|YX ,kWunionsq{k} is a monomorphism. For any
element y ∈ X, the equality (8) shows that Hy0(x|YX) is admissble by inductive
hypothesis. Hence x|YX is admissible.
(3) First we assume that x is in nF. Then x|?X is an admissible S r X-cube
of X-cubes by (2) (ii). For any subset T of S rX, the equality (8) shows that
HT0 (x|?X) is in nF |TX by (2) (ii) again. Hence x is in n
T∈P(SrX)
n F |TX .
Next we assume that x is in n
T∈P(SrX)
n F |TX . We will show that x is in
nF. For any element k ∈ S and subset T ⊂ S r {k}, the equality (9) shows
that dx,kTunionsq{k} =
(
d
x|?X ,k
(TrX)unionsq{k}
)
X∩T
is a monomorphism by assumption. For any
element y in S, we will prove that Hy0(x) is an admissible S r {y}-cube. We
proceed by induction on the cardinality of S. First we assume that y is not in X.
Then by hypothesis of x, Hy0(x) is an admissible Sr ({y}unionsqX)-cube of X-cubes
and HT0 (H
y
0(x)) = H
Tunionsq{y}
0 (x) is in nF |Tunionsq{y}X for any subset T ⊂ S r ({y} unionsqX).
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Namely Hy0(x) is in n
T∈P(Sr({y}unionsqX))
nF |Tunionsq{y}X . By indcutive hypothesis, we have
the equality nF |{y}Sr{y} = n
T∈P(Sr({y}unionsqX))
nF |Tunionsq{y}X . Hence in particular Hy0(x)
is an admissible S r {y}-cube.
Next we assume that y is in X. Then for any subset T ⊂ S rX, HT0 (x) is
in nF |TX by hypothesis. Therefore HTunionsq{y}0 (x) = Hy0(HT0 (x)) is in nF |Tunionsq{y}Xr{y}.
By replacing X with X r {y}, we shall assume that y is not in X and it comes
down to a question of the first case. Hence we complete the proof.
1.1.8. (Exact categories). Basically, for the notion of exact categories, we
follows the notations in [Qui73]. Recall that a functor between exact categories
f : E → F reflects exactness if for a sequence x → y → z in E such that
fx→ fy → fz is an admissible exact sequence in F , x→ y → z is an admissible
exact sequence in E . For an exact category E , we say that its full subcategory
F is an exact subcategory if it is an exact category and the inclusion functor
F ↪→ E is exact and say that F is a strict exact subcategory if it is an exact
subcategory and moreover the inclusion functor reflects exactness. We say that
F is an extension closed (full) subcategory of E or closed under extensions in E
if for any admissible exact sequence x y  z in E , x and z are isomorphic to
objects in F respectively, then y is isomorphic to an object in F .
1.1.9. (Exact family). Let F = {FT }T∈P(S) be a family of strict exact sub-
categories of an abelian category A. We say that F is an exact family (of A) if
for any disjoint pair of subsets P and Q of S, nF |QP is a strict exact subcategory
of CubP A. If FT is closed under either extensions or taking sub- and quotient
objects and direct sums in A, then F is an exact family. (cf. [Moc13a, 3.20]).
1.1.10. (Restriction of cubes). Let F = {FT }T∈P(S) be an exact family of A.
For any pair of disjoint subsets U and V of S, we define resVU,F : nF→ nF |VU to
be a functor by sending an object x innF to HV0 (x|∅U ) innF |VU . By Lemma 1.1.7
and Corollary 3.14 in [Moc13a], this functor is well-defined and exact. We call
this functor the restriction functor of nF to U along V . For any non-empty
subset W of S, we set
resW,F := (res
T
W,F)T∈P(SrW ) : n F→
∏
T∈P(SrW )
nF |TW .
We can prove the following Lemma.
1.1.11. Lemma. Let A and B be abelian categories and F = {FT }T∈P(S) and
G = {GT }T∈P(S) families of full subcategories of A and B respectively and
f : A → B an exact functor. Suppose that for any subset T of S, FT is closed
under isomorphisms. Namely for any object z in A, if there is an object z′ in
FT such that z is isomorphic to z′, then z is in FT . Similarly we suppose that
GT is closed under isomorphisms for any subset T of S. Moreover we suppose
that for any subset T of S and any object z in FT , f(z) is an object in GT .
Then the functor f∗ : CubS A → CubS B associated with f induces an exact
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functor f∗ : n F→ nG. In particular, for an admissible S-cube x in A, f∗x is
an admissible S-cube in B.
1.2 Structure of simple Koszul cubes
In this subsection, we fix S a non-empty finite set and A a noetherian commu-
tative ring with 1. We start by reviewing the notion A-sequences.
1.2.1. (A-sequence). Let {fs}s∈S be a family of elements in A. We say that
the sequence {fs}s∈S is an A-sequence if {fs}s∈S forms an A-regular sequences
in any order. Fix an A-sequence fS = {fs}s∈S . For any subset T , we denote the
family {ft}t∈T by fT . We write fT A for the ideal of A generated by the family
fT .
1.2.2. We denote the category of finitely generated A-modules by MA. Let
the letter p be a natural number or ∞ and I be an ideal of A. Let MIA(p) be
the category of finitely generated A-modules M such that ProjdimAM ≤ p and
SuppM ⊂ V (I). We writeMIA forMIA(∞). Since the category is closed under
extensions in MA, it can be considered to be an exact category in the natural
way. Notice that if I is the zero ideal of A, then MIA(0) is just the category of
finitely generated projective A-modules PA.
1.2.3. (Koszul cubes). (cf. [Moc13a, 4.8].) A Koszul cube x associated with an
A-sequence fS = {fs}s∈S is an S-cube in PA the category of finitely generated
projective A-modules such that for each subset T of S and k in T , dkT is an
injection and fmkk Coker d
k
T = 0 for some mk. We denote the full subcategory
of CubS PA consisting of those Koszul cubes associated with fS by KosfSA .
Then we have the following formula
Kos
fS
A = n
T∈P(S)
MfT AA (#T ). (10)
(See [Moc13a, 4.20].) Here by convention, we set f∅A = (0) the zero ideal of A
and Kos
f∅
A = PA the category of finitely generated projective A-modules.
1.2.4. (Reduced Koszul cubes). (cf. [Moc13a, 5.1, 5.4].) An A-module M
in MfS AA is said to be reduced if fSM = 0. We write MfS AA,red(p) for the full
subcategory of reduced modules in MfS AA (p). MfS AA,red(p) is a strict exact sub-
category ofMfS AA (p). We also writeMfS AA,red forMfS AA,red(∞). To emphasize the
contrast with the index red, we sometimes denote MfS AA (p), KosfSA and so on
by MfSA,∅(p), KosfSA,∅ respectively.
Let S = U unionsq V be a disjoint decomposition of S. We define the categories
MA(fU ; fV )(p) andMA,red(fU ; fV )(p) which are full subcategories of CubV MA
by
MA,?(fU ; fV )(p) := n
T∈P(V )
MfUunionsqT AA,? (p+ #T )
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where ? = ∅ or red. For any subset Y of V , we have the equality
MA,?(fU ; fV )(p) = n
T∈P(VrY )
MA,?(fUunionsqT ; fY )(p+ #T ) (11)
by Lemma 1.1.7.
In particular, we write Kos
fS
A,red forMA,red(f∅; fS)(0). This notation is com-
patible with the equality (10). A cube in Kos
fS
A,red is said to be a reduced Koszul
cube (associated with an A-sequence {fs}s∈S).
1.2.5. Lemma. Let fS be an A-sequence and M a finitely generated A/ fS A-
module with A/ fS A-projecitve dimension ≤ p. Then M is a finitely generated
A-module with A-projective dimension ≤ p + #S. In particular, for any dis-
joint decomposition of S = U unionsq V , we can regard MfV (A/ fU A)A/ fU A,red (p) as the full
subcategory of MfS AA,red(p+ #U). Moreover the inclusion functor
MfV (A/ fU A)A/ fU A,red (p) ↪→M
fS A
A,red(p+ #U) (12)
induces an equivalence of triangulated categories Db(MfV (A/ fU A)A/ fU A,red (p))
∼→ Db(MfS AA,red(p+
#U)) on bounded derived categories.
Proof. The first assertion is a special case of general change of ring theorem in
[Wei94, Theorem 4.3.1.]. Since for any disjoint decomposition of U = X unionsq Y ,
the inclusion functor (12) factors through MfVunionsqX(A/ fY A)A/ fY A,red (p + #X), what we
need to prove is that the inclusion functor
MfV (B/fuB)B/fuB,red (p) ↪→M
fVunionsq{u} B
B,red (p+ 1) (13)
induces an equivalence of triangulated categories
Db(MfV (B/fuB)B/fuB,red (p))
∼→ Db(MfVunionsq{u} BB,red (p+ 1))
on bounded derived categories for any element u of U and B = A/ fUr{u}A.
We will apply Proposition 3.3.8 in [Sch11] to the inclusion functor (13). What
we need to check to utilize the proposition above is the following conditions:
(a) MfV (B/fuB)B/fuB,red (p) ↪→M
fVunionsq{u} B
B,red (p+ 1) is closed under extensions.
(b) In an admissible short exact sequence x y  z in MfVunionsq{u} BB,red (p+ 1), if y
is in MfV (B/fuB)B/fuB,red (p), then x is also in M
fV (B/fuB)
B/fuB,red
(p).
(c) For any object z inMfVunionsq{u} BB,red (p), there exists an object y inMfV (B/fuB)B/fuB,red (p)
and an admissible epimorphism y  z.
Conditions (a) and (b) follow from [Moc13a, 5.13]. We will prove condition (c).
For any object z inMfVunionsq{u} BB,red (p+1), there exists a non-negative integer n and an
epimorphism B⊕n
pi z. Since fuz is trivial, the map pi induces an epimorphism
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(B/fuB)
⊕n p¯i z. By condition (b), ker p¯i is inMfV (B/fuB)B/fuB (p) and therefore p¯i is
an admissible epimorphism inMfVunionsq{u} BB,red (p+1). Thus the inclusion functor (13)
induces an equivalence of triangulated categories on bounded derived categories.
We complete the proof.
1.2.6. Definition (Simple Koszul cubes). Let S = U unionsq V be a disjoint
decomposition of S and let the letter p be a natural number or ∞ such that
p ≥ #U . We define PA(fU ; fV )(p) to be a full subcategory of CubV MA by
setting
PA(fU ; fV )(p) := n
T∈P(V )
MA/ fTunionsqU A(p−#U). (14)
For any subset Y of V , we have the equality
PA(fU ; fV )(p) = n
T∈P(VrY )
PA(fUunionsqT ; fY )(p+ #T ) (15)
by Lemma 1.1.7. Notice that we have the natural equality
PA(fU ; fV )(q + #D) = PA/ fD A(fE ; fV )(q) (16)
for any disjoint decomposition of U = D unionsq E. By virtue of 1.2.5, we regard
MA/ fTunionsqU A(p − #U) as the extension closed full subcategory of M
fTunionsqU A
A,red (p +
#T ). Hence it turns out that PA(fU ; fV )(p) is an extension closed strict exact
subcategory ofMA,red(fU ; fV )(p) by 1.1.9. In particular, we set KosfSA,simp(p) :=
PA(f∅; fS)(p) and KosfSA,simp := KosfSA,simp(0). We call an object in KosfSA,simp a
simple Koszul cube (associated with an A-sequence fS). Notice that we have the
formula
Kos
fS
A,simp = n
T∈P(V )
PA/ fT A (17)
and any object of Kos
fS
A,simp is a projective object in Kos
fS
A,red by [Moc13a, 3.20].
In particular, the category Kos
fS
A,simp is semi-simple. That is, every admissible
exact sequence of Kos
fS
A,simp is split.
1.2.7. Example. For any integers r ≥ 0 and r ≥ ns ≥ 0 for each s in S, we
can easily prove that the typical cube of type (r, {ns}s∈S) associated with an
A-sequence fS (see Definition 1.1.3) is a simple Koszul cube associated with fS .
We denote the full subcategory of Kos
fS
A,simp consisting of typical cubes of type
(r, {ns}s∈S) for some integers r ≥ 0 and r ≥ ns ≥ 0 by KosfSA,typ.
To examine the structure of simple Koszul cubes, we sometimes suppose the
following assumptions.
1.2.8. Assumption. For any subset T of S, every finitely generated projective
A/ fT A-modules are free. (In particular, if A is local, then the assumption
holds.)
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1.2.9. Assumption. The family fS is contained in the Jacobson radical of A.
(For example, if A is local and if fS contained in the maximal ideal of A, then
the assumption holds.)
1.2.10. Lemma. We suppose Assumption 1.2.9. Then for any endomorphism
of a finite direct sum of fundamental typical cubes associated with fS,
a : TypA(fS)
⊕m → TypA(fS)⊕m,
the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) a is an isomorphism.
(2) For some element s in S, Hs0(a) is an isomorphism.
(3) For any element s in S, Hs0(a) is an isomorphism.
(4) a is a total quasi-isomorphism. Namely Tot a is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Obviously condition (1) (resp. (3), (2)) implies condition (3) (resp. (2),
(4)). First, we assume condition (2) and will prove condition (1). For any
subset of U of Sr {s}, we will prove that aUunionsq{s} and aU are isomorphisms. By
replacing x with x|U{s}, we shall assume that S is a singleton S = {s} and U is
the empty set. In the commutative diagram
0 //

x{s}
a{s}

// x∅ // //
a∅

Hs0 x
H0 a

0 // x{s} // x∅ // // H
s
0 x,
by Lemma 1.2.11 below, a∅ is an isomorphism and then a{s} is also by applying
five lemma to the diagram above. Hence we obtain the result.
Next we prove that condition (4) implies condition (1). We proceed by in-
duction on the cardinality of S. If S is a singleton, assertion follows from
the first paragraph. Assume that #S > 1 and let us fix an element s of
S. Then by inductive hypothesis, it turns out that the endomorphism Hs0 a
of Hs0 TypA(fS)
⊕m
= TypA/fsA(fSr{s})
⊕m
is an isomorphism. Then by virtue
of the first paragraph again, a is an isomorphism.
1.2.11. Lemma. Let I be an ideal of A which is contained in the Jacobson
radical of A and X an m×m matrix whose coefficients are in A. If Xmod I is
an invertible matrix, then X is also invertible.
Proof. By taking the determinant of X, we shall assume that m = 1. Then
assertion follows from Nakayama’s lemma.
1.2.12. Definition. Let x be an S-cube in a category C and let s be an element
in S. We say that x is degenerate along s if for any subset U ⊂ S r {s}, ds,xUunionsq{s}
is an isomorphism. Assume that x is a Koszul cube associated with fS which is
isomorphic to TypA(fS ; r, {nt}t∈S) for some integers r > 0 and r ≥ nt ≥ 0 for
each t in S. We say that x is non-degenerate along s if ns = r.
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We can similarly prove the following variant of Lemma 1.2.10.
1.2.13. Lemma. We suppose Assumption 1.2.9. Let x be a simple Koszul cube
associated with fS which is isomorphic to TypA(fS ; r, {nt}t∈S) for some integers
r ≥ 0 and r ≥ nt ≥ 0 for each t in S. We assume that x is non-degenerate along
s for some element s of S. Then for an endomorphism f of x, the following
conditions are equivalent:
(1) f is an isomorphism.
(2) Hs0(f) is an isomorphism.
1.2.14. Lemma. Let x and y be Koszul cubes associated with fS and f : H
S
0 x→
HS0 y a homomorphism of A/ fS A-modules. Assume that x is simple and y is
reduced. Then there is a morphism of Koszul cubes g : x→ y such that HS0 g = f .
Proof. We proceed by induction on the cardinality of S. If S is a singleton, then
assertion follows from projectivity of xS and x∅ and the standard argument of
homological algebra. (See for example [Wei94, Comparison theorem 2.2.6.].)
Assume that #S > 1 and let us fix an element s of S. Then by inductive
hypothesis, there exists a morphism g′ : Hs0 x→ Hs0 y such that HSr{s}0 Hs0 g′ =
f . We regard x and y as 1-dimensional cubes
[
z|{s}Sr{s} → z|∅Sr{s}
]
(z = x or
y) of S r {s}-cubes. Since x|TSr{s} (T = {s}, ∅) is projective in Kos
fSr{s}
A,red by
the last sentence in 1.2.6, as in the first paragraph, there exists a morphism of
Koszul cubes g : x→ y such that Hs0 g = g′. Hence we obtain the result.
1.2.15. Proposition. We suppose Assumptions 1.2.8 and 1.2.9. Then for any
x in Kos
fS
A,simp, there are integers r ≥ 0 and r ≥ ns ≥ 0 for each s ∈ S and an
isomorphism of S-cubes of A-modules
Θ: x
∼→ TypA(fS ; r, {ns}s∈S).
In particular, the inclusion functor Kos
fS
A,typ ↪→ KosfSA,simp is an equivalence
of categories.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the cardinality of S. Fix an element s of
S. We regard x as an {s}-cube of S r {s}-cubes [x1 d
x
→ x0]. if S = {s}, x0 is
isomorphic to A⊕r
′
for some integer r′ ≥ 0 by assumption 1.2.8. If #S > 1, by
inductive hypothesis, there exists an integer r′ ≥ 0 and a family of non-negative
integers n′Sr{s} = {n′t}t∈Sr{s} with r ≥ n′t ≥ 0 for any t in S r {s} and an
isomorphism of S r {s}-cubes of A-modules Θ′ : x0 ∼→ TypA(fSr{s}; r′, n′S). If
S r {s} = ∅, by convention, we write TypA(f∅; r′, n′∅) for A⊕r
′
and Θ′ : x0
∼→
TypA(f∅; r
′, n′∅) for the isomorphism of A-modules x0
∼→ A⊕r′ .
First we suppose that x is degenerated along s. Then dx is an isomorphism
of S r {s}-cubes of A-modules. We write Θ: x ∼→ TypA(fS ; r′, n′Sr{s} unionsq {0}s)
for
x1↓ dx
x0

Θ′dx∼→
∼→
Θ′
TypA(fSr{s}; r′, n′Sr{s})↓ id
TypA(fSr{s}; r
′, n′Sr{s})
 the isomorphism of S-cubes of A-
modules. Hence we obtain the result in this case.
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Next we suppose that x is not degenerated along s. We consider Hs0(x) :=
Coker(x1
dx→ x0). If #S = 1, by assumption 1.2.8, there exists a integer r′′ ≥ 0
such that Hs0(x) is isomorphic to (A/fsA)
⊕r′′
. If #S > 1, by inductive hypothe-
sis, there exists an integer r′′ ≥ 0 and a family of non-negative integers n′Sr{s} =
{n′t}t∈Sr{s} with r ≥ n′t ≥ 0 for any t in S r {s} and an isomorphism of
S r {s}-cubes of A/fsA-modules Θ′′ : Hs0(x) ∼→ TypA/fsA(fSr{s}; r′′, n′′Sr{s}).
By convention, if S r {s} = ∅, we write TypA/fsA(f∅; r′′, n′′∅) for (A/fsA)⊕r
′′
and Θ′′ : Hs0(x)
∼→ TypA/fsA(f∅; r′′, n′′∅) for the isomorphism of A/fsA-modules
Hs0(x)
∼→ (A/fsA)⊕r
′′
. Then by (the proof of) Lemma 1.2.14, there exists mor-
phisms of S-cubes TypA(fS ; r
′′, n′′′S)
α→ x and x β→ TypA(fS ; r′′, n′′′S) where we
set n′′′S := n′′Sr{s} unionsq {r′′}s such that Hs0(α) = Θ′′−1 and Hs0(β) = Θ′′. Since
βα is an isomorphism by Lemma 1.2.13, replacing α with α(βα)
−1
, we shall
assume that βα = id. Thus there exists an S-cube of A-modules y in Kos
fS
A,simp
and a split exact sequence
TypA(fS ; r
′′, n′′′S)
α x y. (18)
By taking Hs0 to the sequence (18), it turns out that y is degenerated along s and
by the first paragraph, we shall assume that y is isomorphic to TypA(fS ; r
′; n′S)
for some integer r′ ≥ 0 and some family of integers n′S = {n′t}t∈S with r′ ≥
n′t ≥ 0 for any t in S. Thus x is isomorphic to TypA(fS ; r′′ + r′, n′′′S ⊕ n′S) by
Lemma 1.1.4. We complete the proof.
1.2.16. Let r and nt for each t in S be integers with r ≥ 0 and r ≥ nt ≥ 0 and we
set nS := {nt}t∈S . Recall the definition of typical cubes from Definition 1.1.3.
Let x be a typical Koszul cube of type (r, nS) associated with fS and s an
element in S. We define nnon-deg,sS = {nnon-deg,st }t∈S and ndeg,sS = {ndeg,st }t∈S to
be families of non-negative integers indexed by S by the following formula:
nnon-deg,st :=
{
nt if nt ≤ ns
ns if nt > ns
, ndeg,st :=
{
0 if nt ≤ ns
nt − ns if nt > ns.
Notice that for any t ∈ S, we have inequalities ns ≥ nnon-deg,st and r − ns ≥
ndeg,st . We set xnon-deg,s := TypA(fS ;ns, n
non-deg,s
S ) and xdeg,s := TypA(fS ; r −
ns, n
deg,s
S ) and call xnon-deg,s the non-degenerated part of x along s and xdeg,s
the degenerated part of x along s. By Lemma 1.1.4, we have the canonical
isomorphism of S-cubes of A-modules.
x
∼→ xnon-deg,s ⊕ xdeg,s. (19)
We regard x as an {s}-cube of S r {s}-cubes(xnon-deg,s ⊕ xdeg,s){s}
fsEns 0
0 Er−ns

→ (xnon-deg,s ⊕ xdeg,s)∅
.
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Let y be a typical Koszul cube of type (r′, {n′t}t∈S) associated with fS for
some integers r′ ≥ 0 and r ≥ n′t ≥ 0 for any t in S. Then we can denote a
morphism of S-cubes of A-modules ϕ : x→ y by(xnon-deg,s ⊕ xdeg,s){s}↓
(xnon-deg,s ⊕ xdeg,s)∅
 ϕ{s}→→
ϕ∅
(ynon-deg,s ⊕ ydeg,s){s}↓
(ynon-deg,s ⊕ ydeg,s)∅

with ϕ{s} =
(
ϕn→n ϕd→n
fsϕn→d ϕd→d
)
and ϕ∅ =
(
ϕn→n fsϕd→n
ϕn→d ϕd→d
)
where the letter
n means nondegenerate and the letter d means degenerate and ϕn→n is a mor-
phism of S-cubes of A-modules ϕn→n : xnon-deg,s → ynon-deg,s from the non-
degenerated part of x to the non-degenerated part of y and ϕn→d is a morphism
xnon-deg,s → ydeg,s from the non-degenerated part of x to the degenerated part
of y and so on. In this case we write
(
ϕn→n ϕd→n
ϕn→d ϕd→d
)
s
for ϕ. In this matrix pre-
sentation of morphisms, the composition of morphisms between typical Koszul
cubes x
ϕ→ y ψ→ z is described by the formula(
ψn→n ψd→n
ψn→d ψd→d
)
s
(
ϕn→n ϕd→n
ϕn→d ϕd→d
)
s
=
(
ψn→nϕn→n + fsψd→nϕn→d ψn→nϕd→n + ψd→nϕd→d
ψn→dϕn→n + ψd→dϕn→d fsψn→dϕd→n + ψd→dϕd→d
)
s
.
(20)
1.2.17. Definition (Upside-down involution). Let s be an element of S.
We define UDs : Kos
fS
A,typ → KosfSA,typ to be a functor by sending an object
TypA(fS ; r, {nt}t∈S) to TypA(fS ; r, {n′t}t∈S) where n′t = nt if t 6= s and n′s := r−
ns and a morphism
(
ϕn→n ϕd→n
ϕn→d ϕd→d
)
s
: x→ y to
(
ϕd→d ϕn→d
ϕd→n ϕn→n
)
s
. (For matrix
presentations of morphisms between typical cubes, see 1.2.16.) Obviously UDs
is an involution and an exact functor. We call UDs the upside-down involution
along s. For any z in Kos
fS
A,typ, we have the formulas.
UDs(znon-deg,s) = UDs(z)deg,s, and (21)
UDs(zdeg,s) = UDs(z)non-deg,s. (22)
1.2.18. Lemma. Let x and y be typical Koszul cubes of type (r, {nt}t∈S) for
some integers r ≥ 0 and r ≥ nt ≥ 0 for each t ∈ S and ϕ : x→ y an isomorphism
of S-cubes of A-modules and s an element of S. We suppose Assumption 1.2.9.
Then ϕn→n : xnon-deg,s → ynon-deg,s and ϕd→d : xdeg,s → ydeg,s are isomorphisms
of S-cubes of A-modules.
Proof. For ϕn→n, assertion follows from Lemma 1.2.13 and for ϕd→d, we apply
the same lemma to UDs(ϕ).
1.2.19. Lemma. We suppose Assumption 1.2.9. Let
TypA(fS)
⊕l α→ TypA(fS)⊕m β→ TypA(fS)⊕n (23)
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be a sequence of fundamental typical Koszul cubes such that βα = 0. If the
induced sequence of A/ fS A-modules
HS0 (TypA(fS)
⊕l
)
HS0 (α)→ HS0 (TypA(fS)⊕m)
HS0 (β)→ HS0 (TypA(fS)⊕n) (24)
is exact, then the sequence (23) is also (split) exact.
Proof. Since the sequence (24) is an exact sequence of projectiveA/ fS A-modules,
it is a split exact sequence and hence m = l+n and there exists a homomorphism
of A/ fS A-modules
γ : HS0 (TypA(fS)
⊕n
)→ HS0 (TypA(fS)⊕m)
such that HS0 (β)γ = idHS0 (TypA(fS)⊕n). Then by Lemma 1.2.14, there is a
morphism of S-cubes of A-modules γ : TypA(fS)
⊕n → TypA(fS)⊕m such that
HS0 (γ) = γ. Since βγ is an isomorphism by Lemma 1.2.10, by replacing γ
with γ(βγ)
−1
, we shall assume that βγ = idTypA(fS)⊕n . Therefore there is a
commutave diagram
TypA(fS)
⊕l α //
δ

TypA(fS)
⊕m β // TypA(fS)
⊕n
TypA(fS)
⊕l // α′ // TypA(fS)
⊕m β // // TypA(fS)
⊕n
such that the bottom line is exact. Here the dotted arrow δ is induced from the
universality of Kerβ. By applying the functor HS0 to the diagram above and by
five lemma, it turns out that HS0 (δ) is an isomorphism of A/ fS A-modules and
hence δ is also an isomorphism by Lemma 1.2.10. We complete the proof.
2 K-theory of Koszul cubes
In this section, we study K-theory of Koszul cubes. Although we will avoid
making statements more general, we can generalize several results in this sec-
tion to any fine localizing theories on the category of consistent relative exact
categories in the sense of [Moc13b, §7]. We denote the connective K-theory by
K(−) and the non-connective K-theory by K(−).
2.1 K-theory of simple Koszul cubes
In this subsection, let A be a unique factorization domain and fS = {fs}s∈S an
A-sequence indexed by a non-empty set S such that fs is a prime element for
any s in S. Moreover let S = U unionsqV be a disjoint decomposition of S, Y a subset
of V and let the letter p be a natural number with p ≥ #U . Recall the definition
of resW,F from 1.1.10 and the notions MA,?(fU ; fV )(p) and PA(fU ; fV )(p) from
1.2.4 and Definition 1.2.6 respectively. For F := {MA/ fTunionsqU A(p−#U)}T∈P(V )
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and G? := {MfUunionsqT AA,? (p+ #T )}T∈P(V ) (? ∈ {red, ∅}), we set λY,U,V,p := resY,F
and λ′Y,U,V,p,? := resY,G? . The main purpose of this subsection is to prove the
following proposition.
2.1.1. Proposition. The exact functors λY,U,V,p and λ
′
Y,U,V,p,? induce homo-
topy equivalences
K(λY,U,V,p) : K(PA(fU ; fV )(p))→
⊕
T∈P(VrY )
K(PA(fUunionsqT ; fY )(p+ #T )), and
K(λ′Y,U,V,p,?) : K(MA,?(fU ; fV )(p))→
⊕
T∈P(VrY )
K(MA,?(fUunionsqT ; fY )(p+ #T ))
on K-theory.
Proof. We only give a proof for the case of PA(fU ; fV )(p). ForMA,?(fU ; fV )(p),
we can similarly do by utilizing Corollary 5.13 in [Moc13a]. First we give a
proof for Y = ∅. We apply Theorem 8.19 (3) in [Moc13b] to the exact functor
λ∅,U,V,p. Assumption in the theorem follows from Lemma 2.1.3 below.
For a general Y , let us consider the following commutative diagram:
K(PA(fU ; fV )(p))
II
K(λY,U,V,p) //
K(λ∅,U,V,p)
I
))
⊕
T∈P(VrY )
K(PA(fUunionsqT ; fY )(p+#T ))
I⊕
T∈P(VrY )
K(λ∅,UunionsqT,Y,p+#T )
tt⊕
T∈P(V )
K(MA/ fTunionsqU A(p−#U)).
The maps I are homotopy equivalences by the first paragraph. Hence the map
II is also a homotopy equivalence.
To state Lemma 2.1.3, we reivew the definition of adorit systems from
[Moc13a, 2.20].
2.1.2. (Adroit system). An adroit system in an abelian category A is a system
X = (E1, E2,F) consisting of strict exact subcategories E1 ↪→ E2 ←↩ F in A and
they satisfy the following axioms (Adr 1), (Adr 2), (Adr 3) and (Adr 4):
(Adr 1) F n E1 and F n E2 are strict exact subcategories of Chb(A).
(Adr 2) E1 is closed under extensions in E2.
(Adr 3) Let x y  z be an admissible short exact sequence in A. Assume
that y is isomorphic to an object in E1 and z is isomorphic to an object in E1
or F . Then x is isomorphic to an object in E1.
(Adr 4) For any object z in E2, there exists an object y in E1 and an admissible
epimorphism y  z.
2.1.3. Lemma. For any element v of V , the triple
(PA(fU ; fVr{v})(p),PA(fU ; fVr{v})(p+ 1),PA(fUunionsq{v}; fVr{v})(p+ 1))
is an adroit system in CubV MA.
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Proof. For simplicity, we set
E1 := PA(fU ; fVr{v})(p), E ′1 :=MA,red(fU ; fVr{v})(p),
E2 := PA(fU ; fVr{v})(p+ 1), E ′2 :=MA,red(fU ; fVr{v})(p+ 1),
F := PA(fUunionsq{v}; fVr{v})(p+ 1) and F ′ :=MA,red(fUunionsq{v}; fVr{v})(p+ 1).
Claim F is contained in E2.
Proof of Claim. We proceed by induction on the cardinality of V . If V is a
singleton V = {v}, then E2 =MA/ fU A(p−#U), F =MA/ fUunionsq{v} A(p+1−#U)
and therefore we obtain assertion. If #V ≥ 2, then let us fix an element v′ ∈
V r {v}. Then by the equation (4), we have the equalities:
E2 = PA(fUunionsq{v}; fVr{v,v′})(p+ 2)n PA(fU ; fVr{v,v′})(p+ 1) and,
F = PA(fUunionsq{v,v′}; fVr{v,v′})(p+ 2)n PA(fUunionsq{v}; fVr{v,v′})(p+ 1).
Hence it turns out that F is contained in E2.
Next we will prove condition (Adr 1). For any subset T of V ,MA/ fTunionsqU A(p−
#U) is an extension closed subcategory of MfUunionsqTA,red(p + #T ) by Lemma 1.2.5.
Hence E1, E2 and F are extension closed subcategories of E ′1, E ′2 and F ′ respec-
tively by [Moc13a, 3.20]. Then it turns out that E1nF and E2nF are strict
exact subcategories of E ′1nF and E ′2nF respectively by 1.1.9. On the other
hand, E ′inF ′ (i = 1, 2) is a strict exact sucategory of CubV MA by [Moc13a,
5.13]. Hence we complete the proof of (Adr 1).
Next we prove conditions (Adr 2) and (Adr 3). For any subset T of
V r{v}, the categoryMA/ fTunionsqU A(p−#U) is closed under extensions and taking
kernels of admissible epimorphisms inMA/ fTunionsqU A(p+1−#U) by [Moc13a, 5.8].
Hence PA(fU ; fVr{v})(p) is also closed under extensions and taking kernels of
admissible epimorphisms in PA(fU ; fVr{v})(p + 1) by [Moc13a, 3.20]. Hence
we obtain conditions (Adr 2) and (Adr 3). Finally (Adr 4) follows from
[Moc13a, 5.12].
2.1.4. Corollary. Let U = C unionsq D be a disjoint decomposition of U . Then
there exists inclusion functors MA/ fC A,red(fD; fV )(p) ↪→ MA,red(fU ; fV )(p +
#C) and PA(fU ; fV )(p+ #U) ↪→MA/ fU A,red(f∅; fV )(p) and they induce homo-
topy equivalences K(MA/ fC A,red(fD; fV )(p))→ K(MA,red(fU ; fV )(p+#C)) and
K(PA(fU ; fV )(p + #U)) → K(MA/ fU A,red(f∅; fV )(p)) on K-theory. In particu-
lar, the inclusion functor Kos
fS
A,simp ↪→ KosfSA,red induces a homotopy equivalence
K(KosfSA,simp)→ K(KosfSA,red) on K-theory.
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Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemma 1.1.11 and Lemma 1.2.5. For the
second assertion, let us consider the following commutative diagrams:
K(MA/ fC A(fD; fV )(p)) //

⊕
T∈P(V )
K(MfDunionsqT AA/ fC A,red(p+ #T ))

K(MA(fU ; fV )(p+ #C)) //
⊕
T∈P(V )
K(MfUunionsqT AA,red (p+ #(T unionsq C)))
K(PA(fU ; fV )(p+ #U)) //

⊕
T∈P(V )
K(MA/ fTunionsqU A,red(p))

K(MA/ fU A,red(f∅; fV )(p)) //
⊕
T∈P(V )
K(MfT AA/ fU A,red(p+ #T )).
Here the horizontal lines and right vertical lines are homotopy equivalences by
Proposition 2.1.1 and Lemma 1.2.5 respectively. Hence we obtain the result.
The last assertion is a special case of the second assertion.
2.2 Homotopy natural transformations
In this subsection, we define and study a notion of homotopy natural transfor-
mations. The results in this subsection is a key ingredient of our proof of zero
map theorem 2.3.1. Although we will avoid making statements more general, we
can generalize the results in this subsection to any complicial exact categories in
the sense of [Sch11]. Let A be an additive category and let D be the category of
bounded chain complexes on A. For a chain complexes, we use the homological
conventions. Namely boundary morphisms are of degree −1.
2.2.1. Conventions. The functor C : D → D is given by sending a chain
complex x in D to Cx := Cone idx the canonical mapping cone of the iden-
tity morphism of x. Namely the degree n part of Cx is (Cx)n = xn−1 ⊕ xn
and the degree n boundary morphism dCxn : (Cx)n → (Cx)n−1 is given by
dCxn =
( −dxn−1 0
− idxn−1 dxn
)
. For any complex x, we define ιx : x → C(x) and
rx : CC(x) → C(x) to be chain morphisms by setting (ιx)n =
(
0
idxn
)
and
(rx)n =
(
0 idxn−1 idxn−1 0
0 0 0 idxn
)
.
We can show that a pair of chain morphisms f , g : x → y in D are chain
homotopic if and only if there exists a morphism H : Cx→ y such that f − g =
Hιx. We denote this situation by H : f ⇒C g and we say that H is a C-
homotopy from f to g. We can also show that for any complex x in D, rx is a
C-homotopy from idCx to 0.
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Let [f : x → x′] and [g : y → y′] be a pair of objects in D[1] the mor-
phisms category of D. A (C-)homotopy commutative square (from [f : x → x′]
to [g : y → y′]) is a triple (a, b,H) consisting of chain morphisms a : x → y,
b : x′ → y′ and H : Cx → y′ in D such that Hιx = ga − bf . Namely H is a
C-homotopy from ga to bf .
Let [f : x→ x′], [g : y → y′] and [h : z → z′] be a triple of objects in D[1] and
let (a, b,H) and (a′, b′, H ′) be homotopy commutative squares from [f : x→ x′]
to [g : y → y′] and from [g : y → y′] to [h : z → z′] respectively. Then we define
(a′, b′, H ′)(a, b,H) to be a homotopy commutative square from [f : x → x′] to
[h : z → z′] by setting
(a′, b′, H ′)(a, b,H) := (a′a, b′b,H ′ ? H) (25)
where H ′ ? H is a C-homotopy from ha′a to b′bf given by the formula
H ′ ? H := b′H +H ′Ca. (26)
We define D[1]h to be a category whose objects are morphisms in D and whose
morphisms are homotopy commutative squares and compositions of morphisms
are give by the formula (25) and we define D[1] → D[1]h to be a functor by
sending an object [f : x → x′] to [f : x → x′] and a morphism (a, b) : [f : x →
x′] → [g : y → y′] to (a, b, 0) : [f : x → x′] → [g : y → y′]. By this functor, we
regard D[1] as a subcategory of D[1]h .
We define Y : D[1]h → D to be a functor by sending an object [f : x→ y] to
Y (f) := y⊕C(x) and a homotopy commutative square (a, b,H) : [f : x→ y]→
[f ′ : x′ → y′] to Y (a, b,H) :=
(
b −H
0 Ca
)
.
We write s and t for the functors D[1]h → D which sending an object [f : x→
y] to x and y respectively. We define j1 : s → Y and j2 : t → Y to be natural
transformations by setting j1f :=
(
f
−ιx
)
and j2f :=
(
idy
0
)
respectively for any
object [f : x→ y] in D[1]h .
2.2.2. Definition (Homotopy natural transformations). Let I be a cat-
egory and let f , g : I → D be a pair of functors. A homotopy natural transfor-
mation (from f to g) is consisting of a family of morphims {θi : fi → gi}i∈Ob I
indexed by the class of objects of I and a family of C-homotopies {θa : gaθi ⇒C
θjfa}a : i→j∈Mor I indexed by the class of morphisms of I such that for any ob-
ject i of I, θidi = 0 and for any pair of composable morphisms i a→ j b→ k in
I, θba = θb ? θa(= gbθa + θbCfa). We denote this situation by θ : f ⇒ g. For
a usual natural transformation κ : f → g, we regard it as a homotopy natural
transformation by setting κa = 0 for any morphism a : i→ j in I.
Let h and k be another functors from I to D and let α : f → g and γ : h→ k
be natural transformations and β : g ⇒ h a homotopy natural transformation.
We define βα : f ⇒ h and γβ : g ⇒ k to be homotopy natural transformations
by setting for any object i in I, (βα)i = βiαi and (γβ)i = γiβi and for any
morphism a : i→ j in I, (βα)a := βaC(αi) and (γβ)a = γjβa.
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2.2.3. Examples. We define  : s ⇒ t and p : Y ⇒ t to be homotopy nat-
ural transformations between functors D[1]h → D by setting for any object
[f : x → y] in D[1]h , f := f : x → y and pf :=
(
idy 0
)
: Y (f) = y ⊕ Cx → y
and for a homotopy commutative square (a, b,H) : [f : x → y] → [f ′ : x′ →
y′], (a,b,H) := H : f ′a ⇒C bf and p(a,b,H) :=
(
0 −Hrx
)
: b
(
idy 0
) ⇒C(
idy′ 0
)(b −H
0 Ca
)
. Then we have the commutative diagram of homotopy
natural transformations.
s
j1 //


Y
p

t
j2oo
idt
t.
Here we can show that for any object [f : x → y] in D[1]h , pf and j2f are chain
homotopy equivalences. In particular if f is a chain homotopy equivalence, then
j1f is also a chain homotopy equivalence.
2.2.4. Definition (Mapping cylinder functor on Nath(DI)). Let I be
a small category. We will define Nath(DI) the category of homotopy natural
transformations (between the functors from I to D) as follows. An object in
Nath(DI) is a triple (f, g, θ) consisting of functors f , g : I → D and a homotopy
natural transformation θ : f ⇒ g. A morphism (a, b) : (f, g, θ) → (f ′, g′, θ′) is
a pair of natural transformations a : f → f ′ and b : g → g′ such that θ′a = bθ.
Compositions of morphisms is given by componentwise compositions of natural
transformations.
We will define functors S, T, Y : Nath(DI)→ DI and natural transforma-
tions J1 : S → Y and J2 : T → Y as follows. For any object (f, g, θ) and any
morphism (α, β) : (f, g, θ) → (f ′, g′, θ′) in Nath(DI) and any object i and any
morphism a : i→ j in I, we set
S(f, g, θ) := f, S(α, β) := α,
T (f, g, θ) := g, T (α, β) := β,
Y (f, g, θ)i(= Y (θ)i) := Y (θi)(= gi ⊕ C(fi)),
Y (f, g, θ)a(= Y (θ)a) := Y (fa, ga, θa)
(
=
(
ga −θa
0 Cfa
))
, Y (α, β)i :=
(
βi 0
0 C(αi)
)
,
J1(f,gθ)i := j1θi , J2(f,gθ)i := j2θi .
In particular for an object (f, g, θ) in Nath(DI) if for any object i of I, θi is a
chain homotpy equivalence, then there exists a zig-zag diagram which connects
f to g, f
J1→ Y (θ) J2← g such that for any object i, J1i and J2i are chain homotopy
equivalences.
2.2.5. Definition (Simplicial homotopy natural transformation). Let
J be a simplicial small category(=simplicial object in the category of small
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categories) and let B be a simplicial additive small category(=simplicial object
in the category of additive small categories and additive functors). We write
Chb(B) for the simplicial additive category defined by sending [n] to Chb(Bn)
the category of bounded chain complexes on Bn. Let f , g : J → Chb(B) be
simplicial functors. Recall that a simplicial natural transformaion (from f to
g) is a family of natural transformations {ρn : fn → gn}n≥0 indexed by non-
negative integers such that for any morphism ϕ : [n]→ [m], we have the equality
ρnfϕ = gϕρm.
A simplicial homotopy natural transformation (from f to g) is a family of
homotopy natural transformations {θn : fn ⇒ gn}n≥0 indexed by non-negative
integers such that for any morphism ϕ : [n]→ [m], we have the equality θnfϕ =
gϕθm. We denote this situation by θ : f ⇒simp g.
For a simplicial homotopy natural transformation θ : f ⇒simp g, we will de-
fine Y(θ) : J → Chb(B) and J1 : f → Y(θ) and J2 : g → Y(θ) to be a simplicial
functor and simplicial natural transformations respectively as follows. For any
[n] and any morphism ϕ : [m] → [n], we set Y(θ)n := Y (θn), J1n := J1θn ,
J2n := J2θn and Y(θ)ϕ := Y (fϕ, gϕ). In particular if for any non-negative in-
teger n, any object j of J n, θnj is a chain homotpy equivalence, then there
exists a zig-zag diagram which connects f to g, f
J1→ Y(θ) J2← g such that for
any non-negative integer n and any object j, J1nj and J2nj are chain homotopy
equivalences.
2.3 Zero map theorem
In this subsection, let A be a noetherian commutative ring with 1 and fS =
{fs}s∈S an A-sequence contained in the Jacobson radical of A and s an element
of S. The main theorem in this subsection is the following theorem.
2.3.1. Theorem (Zero map theorem). The composition HS0 : Kos
fS
A,typ →
MfSA (#S) with the inclusion functor MfSA (#S) ↪→ M
fSr{s}
A (#S) induces the
zero morphism K(Kos
fS
A,typ)→ K(M
fSr{s}
A (#S)) on K-theory.
Proof. The proof is carried out in several steps.
2.3.2. (Step 1). By considering the following diagram
Kos
fS
A,typ
H
Sr{s}
0 //
HS0 &&
Kos
{fs}
A/ fSr{s} A,typ
H
{s}
0

PA/ fS A //MA/ fSr{s} A(1) //M
fSr{s}
A (#S),
we shall just prove that the composition Kos
{fs}
A/ fSr{s} A,typ
H
{s}
0→ PA/ fS A with the
inclusion PA/ fS A ↪→MA/ fSr{s} A(1) induces the zero morphismK(Kos
{fs}
A/ fSr{s} A,typ
)→
K(MA/ fSr{s} A(1)) on K-theory.
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2.3.3. (Step 2). We set B := A/ fSr{s}A and g := fs and C := Kos{g}B,typ.
Let Chb(MB(1)) denote the category of bounded complexes on MB(1). Let
η : C → Chb(MB(1)) and η′ : MB(1) → Chb(MB(1)) be the canonical inclu-
sion functors. Then there exists a canonical natural transformation η → η′H{s}0
such that each component is a quasi-isomorphism. Therefore we have the com-
mutative diagram of K-theory
K(C) K(η) //
H
{s}
0

K(Chb(MB(1)); qis)
K(PA/ fS A) // K(MB(1))
K(η′)
OO
Here qis is the class of all quasi-isomorphisms in Chb(MB(1)) and the right
vertical line K(η′) is a homotopy equivalence by Gillet-Waldhausen theorem
(See for example [TT90, 1.11.7]). Hence we shall prove that the inclusion functor
η induces the zero morphism K(C)→ K(Chb(MB(1)); qis).
2.3.4. (Step 3). Recall from the definition of (fundamental) typical cubes
TypB from Definition 1.1.3. For any object x in C, there exists a pair of
non-negative integers n and m such that x is isomorphic to TypB({g};n +
m, {n}) ∼→ TypB({g})⊕n ⊕ TypB({1})⊕m. For simplicity, we write (n,m)B for
TypB({g})⊕n ⊕ TypB({1})⊕m. Recall from 1.2.16, we can denote a morphism
ϕ : (n,m)B → (n′,m′)B of C by
B⊕n ⊕B⊕m
↓
(
gEn 0
0 Em
)
B⊕n ⊕B⊕m
 ϕ1→→
ϕ0

B⊕n
′ ⊕B⊕m′
↓
(
gEn′ 0
0 Em′
)
B⊕n
′ ⊕B⊕m′

with ϕ1 =
(
ϕ(n′,n) ϕ(n′,m)
gϕ(m′,n) ϕ(m′,m)
)
and ϕ0 =
(
ϕ(n′,n) gϕ(n′,m)
ϕ(m′,n) ϕ(m′,m)
)
where ϕ(i,j) are
i× j matrices whose coefficients are in B. In this case we write(
ϕ(n′,n) ϕ(n′,m)
ϕ(m′,n) ϕ(m′,m)
)
(27)
for ϕ. In this matrix presentation of morphisms, the composition of morphisms
between objects (n,m)B
ϕ→ (n′,m′)B
ψ→ (n′′,m′′)B in C is described by
(
ψ
(n′′,n′) ψ(n′′,m′)
ψ
(m′′,n′) ψ(m′′,m′)
)(
ϕ
(n′,n) ϕ(n′,m)
ϕ
(m′,n) ϕ(m′,m)
)
=
(
ψ
(n′′,n′)ϕ(n′,n) + gψ(n′′,m′)ϕ(m′,n) ψ(n′′,n′)ϕ(n′,m) + ψ(n′′,m′)ϕ(m′,m)
ψ
(m′′,n′)ϕ(n′,n) + ψ(m′′,m′)ϕ(m′,n) gψ(m′′,n′)ϕ(n′,m) + ψ(m′′,m′)ϕ(m′,m)
)
.
(28)
Thus the category C is categorical equivalent to the category whose objects
are oredered pair of non-negative integers (n,m) and whose morphisms from an
object (n,m) to (n′,m′) are 2 × 2 matrices of the form (27) of i × j matrices
ϕ(i,j) whose coefficients are in B and compositions are given by the formula
(28). We sometimes identify these two categories.
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2.3.5. (Step 4). We say that a morphism ϕ : (n,m)B → (n′,m′)B in C of the
form (27) is an upper triangular if ϕ(m′,n) is the zero morphism, and say that ϕ
is a lower triangular if ϕ(n′,m) is the zero morphism. We denote the class of all
lower triangular isomorphisms in C by i5. Let
ϕ =
(
ϕ(n,n) ϕ(n,m)
ϕ(m,n) ϕ(m,m)
)
: (n,m)B → (n,m)B
be an isomorphism in C. Then ϕ(m,m) is invertible by Lemma 1.2.18. We define
UT(ϕ) : (n,m)B → (n,m)B to be a lower triangular isomorphism by the formula
UT(ϕ) :=
(
En 0
−ϕ−1(m,m)ϕ(m,n) Em
)
.
Then we have an equality
ϕUT(ϕ) =
(
ϕ(n,n) − gϕ(n,m)ϕ−1(m,m)ϕ(m,n) ϕ(n,m)
0 ϕ(m,m)
)
. (29)
We call UT(ϕ) the upper triangulation of ϕ. Notice that if ϕ is upper triangular,
then UT(ϕ) = id(n,m)B .
2.3.6. (Step 5). Let S4· C be a simplicial subcategory of S· C consisting of those
objects x such that x(i ≤ j) → x(i′ ≤ j′) is a upper triangular morphism for
each i ≤ i′, j ≤ j′. We claim that the inclusion map i5S4· C → iS· C is a split
epimorphism up to homotopy. First by [Wal85, §1.4 Corollary], composition
s· C → i5S· C → iS· C is a homotopy equivalence. Thus the inclusion functor
i5S· C → iS· C is a split epimorphism up to homotopy.
Next we will show that for a non-negative integer n, the inclusion functor
i5S4n C → i5Sn C is an equivalence of categories. Since we have the equality
i5S4n C = i5Sn C for n = 0, 1, we will assume n ≥ 2.
For a pair of integers 0 ≤ q < p ≤ n, let (i5Sn C)p,q be the full subcategory
of i5Sn C consisting of those objects x such that x(q ≤ i)  x(q ≤ i + 1) and
x(q ≤ i)  x(q + 1 ≤ i) for p ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and x(i ≤ j)  x(i ≤ j + 1) for
q + 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n− 1 and x(i ≤ j)  x(i+ 1 ≤ j) for q < i < j ≤ n are upper
triangular. Then there exists the inclusion functors
i5S4n C = (i5Sn C)1,0 ↪→ (i5Sn C)2,0 ↪→ · · · ↪→ (i5Sn C)n,0 ↪→ (i5Sn C)2,1 ↪→ · · · ↪→ (i5Sn C)n,n−1 = i5Sn C .
We will show that the inclusion functor (i5Sn C)p,q ↪→ (i5Sn C)p+1,q is essen-
tially surjective for any pair of integers 0 ≤ q < p ≤ n− 1.
Let x be an object in (i5Sn C)p+1,q. We set αx := UT(x(q ≤ p→ q ≤ p+1))
and we define x′ to be an object in (i5Sn C)p,q and an isomorphism γ : x′ ∼→ x
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in the following way.
x′(i ≤ j) = x(i ≤ j)
x′(i ≤ j → i ≤ j + 1) =

α−1x x(q ≤ p− 1→ q ≤ p) if (i, j) = (q, p− 1)
x(q ≤ p→ q ≤ p+ 1)αx if (i, j) = (q, p)
x(i ≤ j → i ≤ j + 1) otherwise
x′(i < j → i+ 1 ≤ j) =

α−1x x(q − 1 ≤ p→ q ≤ p) if (i, j) = (q − 1, p)
x(q ≤ p→ q + 1 ≤ p)αx if (i, j) = (q, p)
x(i ≤ j → i+ 1 ≤ j) otherwise
γ(i ≤ j) =
{
αx if (i, j) = (q, p)
idx(i≤j) otherwise.
Since
x′(q+1 ≤ p→ q+1 ≤ p+1)x′(q ≤ p→ q+1 ≤ p) = x′(q ≤ p+1→ q+1 ≤ p+1)x′(q ≤ p→ q ≤ p+1)
is upper triangular and x′(q + 1 ≤ p → q + 1 ≤ p + 1) is a monomorphism, it
turns out that the map x′(q ≤ p→ q+ 1 ≤ p) is also upper triangular. Thus x′
is in (i5S· C)p,q and we obtain the result.
Similarly we can show that the inclusion functor (i5S· C)n,q ↪→ (i5S· C)q+2,q+1
for any integer 0 ≤ q < p ≤ n − 1 is an equivalence of categories. Thus
the inclusion i5S4· C → i5S· C is a weak equivalence by realization lemma
[Seg74, Appendix A] or [Wal78, 5.1]. Hence we complete the proof of claim
and therefore we shall prove that the composition i5S4· C → iS· C with iS· C →
qisS·Chb(MB(1)) is homotopic to the zero map.
2.3.7. (Step 6). Let B the full subcategory of Chb(MB(1)) consisting of those
complexes x such that xk = 0 unless k = 0, 1. We denote the inclusion functor
from B to Chb(MB(1)) by j : B → Chb(MB(1)). We define µ′1, µ′2 : C → B to
be associations by sending an object (n,m)B in C to TypB(g)⊕n and TypB(1)⊕n
respecitvely and a morphism ϕ =
(
ϕ(n′,n) ϕ(n′,m)
ϕ(m′,n) ϕ(m′,m)
)
: (n,m)B → (n′,m′)B in
C to
 B⊕n↓ gEn
B⊕n
 ϕ(n′,n)→→
ϕ(n′,n)
 B⊕n′↓ gEn′
B⊕n
′
 and
B⊕n↓ En
B⊕n
 ϕ(n′,n)→→
ϕ(n′,n)
B⊕n′↓ En′
B⊕n
′
 respectively. Notice
that they are not 1-functors and notice that for a pair of composable morphisms
in C,
(n,m)B
ϕ→ (n′,m′)B
ψ→ (n′′,m′′)B , (30)
(1) if both ϕ and ψ are upper triangular or both ϕ and ψ are lower triangular,
then we have the equality µ′i(ψϕ) = µ
′
i(ψ)µ
′
i(ϕ) for i = 1, 2,
(2) if the sequence (30) is exact in C, then the sequence
µ′i((n,m)B)
µ′i(ϕ)→ µ′i((n′,m′)B)
µ′i(ψ)→ µ′i((n′′,m′′)B)
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is exact in B for i = 1, 2 by Lemma 1.2.19.
(3) if ϕ is an isomorphism in C, then µ′i(ϕ) is an isomorphism in B for i = 0, 1
by Lemma 1.2.18.
Thus the associations µ′1 and µ
′
2 induce the simplicial functors µ1, µ2 : i
5S4· C →
iS· B. We claim that µ1 is homotopic to µ2. Let si : B → MB(1) (i = 0,
1) be an exact functor defined by sending an object x in B to xi in MB(1).
By additivity theorem in [Wal85, Theorem 1.4.2.], the map s1× s2 : iS· B →
iS·MB(1)× iS·MB(1) is a homotopy equivalence. On the other hand, inspec-
tion shows an equalitiy
s1× s2 µ1 = s1× s2 µ2. (31)
Hence µ1 is homotopic to µ2.
2.3.8. (Step 7). We denote the simplicial morphism i5S4· C → qisS·Chb(MB(1))
induced from the inclusion functor η : C ↪→ Chb(MB(1)) by the same letter η.
For simplicial functors
η, jµ1, jµ2, 0: i
5S4· C → qisS·Chb(MB(1)),
there is canonical natural transformation jµ2 → 0 and we will define a canon-
ical simplicial homotopy natural transformation jµ1 ⇒simp η as follows. (For
definition of simplicial homotopy natural transformations, see Definition 2.2.5.)
For any object (n,m)B in C, we write δ(n,m)B : jµ′1((n,m)B) → η((n,m)B)
for the canonical inclusion
 B⊕n↓ gEn
B⊕n

En
0

→
→En
0


B⊕n ⊕B⊕m
↓
(
gEn 0
0 Em
)
B⊕n ⊕B⊕m
. Then
(1) δ(n,m)B is a chain homotopy equivalence,
for a morphism ϕ =
(
ϕ(n′,n) ϕ(n′,m)
ϕ(m′,n) ϕ(m′,m)
)
: (n,m)B → (n′,m′)B in C,
(2) if ϕ is upper triangular, we have the equality η(ϕ)δ(n,m)B = δ(n′,m′)Bjµ
′
1(ϕ),
(3) if ϕ is lower triangular, there is a unique chain homotopy between η(ϕ)δ(n,m)B
and δ(n′,m′)Bjµ
′
1(ϕ). Namely since we have the equality η(ϕ)δ(n,m)B − δ(n′,m′)Bjµ′1(ϕ) =
(
0
ϕ(m′,n)
)
,
the map
H :=
(
0
ϕ(m′,n)
)
: B⊕n → B⊕n′ ⊕B⊕m′
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gives a chain homotopy between η(ϕ)δ(n,m)B and δ(n′,m′)Bjµ
′
1(ϕ).
B⊕n
(
0
gϕ(m′,n)
)
//
gEn

B⊕n
′ ⊕B⊕m′(
gEn′ 0
0 Em′
)

B⊕n
H
88
(
0
ϕ(m′,n)
)// B⊕n′ ⊕B⊕m′ .
Hence by utilizing the identification S·Chb(MB(1)) = Chb(S·MB(1)) and
by the second paragraph in Conventions 2.2.1, it turns out that δ induces a
simplicial homotopy natural transformation jµ1 ⇒simp η. Therefore by Def-
inition 2.2.5, there is a zig-zag sequence of simplicial natural transformations
which connects η and jµ1. Thus η is homotopic to 0. We complete the proof.
We say that an A-sequence fS is prime if fs is a prime element for any s in
S.
2.3.9. Corollary (Local Gersten’s conjecture for prime regular se-
quences). Assume that A is regular local and fS is prime. Let s be an element
of S. Then the inclusion functor MfSA (#S) ↪→ M
fSr{s}
A (#S) induces the zero
map on K-theory.
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 2.3.1, we shall just prove that the mapK(HS0 ) : K(Kos
fS
A,typ)→
K(MfSA (#S)) is a (split) epimorphism. Consider the following sequence of in-
clusion functors and HS0 ;
Kos
fS
A,typ ↪→
I
Kos
fS
A,simp ↪→
II
Kos
fS
A,red
HS0→
III
MfSA,red(#S) ↪→IVM
fS
A (#S).
The functor I is an equivalences of categories by Proposition 1.2.15. The func-
tor II induces a homotopy equivalence on K-theory by Corollary 2.1.4 and IV
induces a homotopy equivalence on K-theory by Proposition 6.1 in [Moc13a].
Since A is regular, K(KosfSA,red) = K(Kos
fS
A,red) by (the proof of) Proposition 6.1
in [Moc13a] and Theorem 7 in [Sch06]. The functor III induces a split epi-
morphism on K-theory by Corollary 5.14 in [Moc13a]. Hence we obtain the
result.
2.3.10. Corollary. Gersten’s conjecture is true.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 2.3.9 and Corollary 0.5 in [Moc13a].
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